INSTRUCTIONS #1 Cock-up Splint used to dorsiflex wrist

Loosen wrist strap. Open forearm strap. Straps can be removed from splint and repositioned to facilitate closure with right or left hand. Slide hand into splint and under wrist strap until comfortably positioned against hand piece. Hand piece can be angled to fit right or left hand. Side tabs can be reshaped. Position strap pad over wrist. Cross strap over top of wrist and secure. Secure forearm strap. Clock spring applies a dynamic force to dorsiflex wrist and can be bent to meet patients needs. Clean with mild soap and damp towel. Air dry completely before reapplying. Immediately contact your health care professional if you are experiencing loss of sensation, swelling, skin irritations or have any questions or concerns.

Bunnell #1 Spring Cock-up Splint to dorsiflex the wrist.

CAUTION: Federal Law restricts this device to sale by or on the order of a physician

Single patient use